Measles has a host range restricted to humans and monkeys in captivity. Fresh measles virus (MV) isolates replicate readily in several human and simian B-cell lines but need a period of adaptation to other types of cells. The identification of CD46 and CD150 (SLAM) as cellular receptors for MV has helped to clarify certain aspects of the immunobiology of MV infections. We have examined the properties of an MV wild-type strain grown in the epithelial cell line Vero. After adaptation, this virus expressed high levels of both the viral glycoproteins (hemagglutinin and fusion protein) but did not induce fusion (syncytia). No changes in the amino acid sequence were found in either of the viral glycoproteins. Using several approaches, the Vero-adapted virus could not be shown to interact with CD46 either in the initiation or during the course of infection. The presence of human SLAM expressed in the Vero cells rapidly gave rise to fusion and lower yields of infectious virus.
Despite the availability of an efficient vaccine, measles remains one of the major causes of infant mortality. Molecular epidemiological studies have established that despite the monotypic status, measles viruses (MVs) from geographically different regions can be differentiated by nucleic acid sequence analysis (20) ; however, the biological significance of these observations, if any, remains to be established. MV was first isolated in 1953 and was initially passaged in primary embryo human kidney cells and then serially passaged in chicken embryo fibroblasts until it had an attenuated phenotype when reinoculated into children. During this adaptation, there were a number of mutations introduced into the MV genome (14) . Among the properties associated with the vaccine virus was the ability to replicate in human and monkey epithelial and fibroblastic cell lines. This has been shown to be due in part to the ability of the vaccine virus to use the molecule CD46 as a cell receptor (1, 10) . During MV replication the expression of the MV hemagglutinin (HA) at the surface of the cells leads to the down-regulation of the CD46 (11), which is one of the proteins responsible for protecting the cell from complement lysis, and this leads to an increased susceptibility to lysis by complement factors (16) . It has been proposed that this may be an attenuating property.
Whereas the virus can be rapidly isolated from clinical specimens in both human and monkey B-cell lines (6), isolation on epithelial cells such as Vero cells can take weeks and several blind passages. Recently it was shown that freshly isolated MV could attach to the cellular receptor CD150 (SLAM) and the vaccine strain could use either this molecule or CD46 (5, 12, 19) .
After adaptation to Vero cells, the virus may induce syncytia similar to those in cells infected by the vaccine strain. This is usually correlated to the introduction of certain mutations in the HA, especially at position 481, where the wild-type amino acid, which is normally Asn, may be mutated to Tyr in order to become syncytial (4, 7). Our studies have established that the amino acid at 481 and to a lesser extent that at amino acid 451 govern the ability of the virus to efficiently use CD46 as a receptor and also its ability to down-regulate this molecule from the cell surface (8) . In monkey models, MVs isolated in B-cell lines retain their virulent pathogenic phenotype, in contrast to viruses isolated in Vero cells, which become attenuated (17) . Sequence studies have identified differences in the HA, P/V/C, M, and L genes between the virulent and attenuated strains (17, 18) .
In the present study we have examined the properties of an MV isolate during its adaptation to B95a (monkey B-cell line) or Vero (monkey epithelial) cell lines. We show that after adaptation to Vero cells, this virus is unable to induce fusion. The amino acid sequences of the HA and fusion (F) proteins are unchanged, and the F protein precursor, F0, is cleaved into the potentially biologically active subunits F1 and F2. Further, we show that the Vero-adapted virus does not enter the cell by CD46. As Vero cells do not express SLAM, this poses the question of how the virus infects Vero cells.
MV adaptation to B95a and Vero cells. An MV isolate, G954, which had been maintained by infection of phytohemagglutinin-stimulated peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL) cultures was used to infect B95a and Vero cells. In B95a cells syncytia were observed within 24 h, rapidly extending to the majority of the cells. In contrast, a cytopathic effect or fusion was not observed in the Vero cells. These cells were passaged twice at 5-day intervals before detecting MV antigen-positive cells. In this case the cells became enlarged but did not display classical fusion. This virus (freeze-thawed cells) was serially passaged 10 times in Vero cells, and at this point the adapted virus, G954.V10, was further characterized.
Infection of either B95a or Vero cells with G954.V10
showed that although there was a high expression of both viral glycoproteins at the cell surface as shown by FACScan analysis (Fig. 1A) , no fusion was observed. In control cultures, infection of Vero or B95a cells with Hallé (vaccinelike) or B95a cells with G954-PBL induced fusion (Fig. 1B) .
To study whether the lack of fusion in the Vero-adapted G954 virus was due to modifications in the structure of either of the glycoproteins, the mRNA from PBLs and B95a and Vero cells infected with the corresponding virus were subjected to reverse transcription-PCR and the DNA was sequenced with the Big Dye terminator system (accession no. for H and F, AY059391 and AY059392, respectively). A single nucleotide change in the HA was found at position 7278 in the genome (A3G) but did not lead to a change in the amino acid sequence. The same change was observed when the virus was adapted to either Vero or B95a cells.
MV-F protein is synthesized as the precursor F0, which is cleaved into the biologically active form F1 plus F2. Although the sequence is unaltered, we examined the possibility that the F expressed in Vero cells by G954.V10 was not cleaved. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting of the virus-infected cell ex- tracts showed that F was cleaved to the same extent in both viruses (results not shown).
CD46 and SLAM as cell receptors. The interaction of MV HA with its cellular receptors initiates the infection. Later during the virus cycle when this viral glycoprotein is expressed at the surface of the cell, it can interact with the receptors on neighboring cells. It has been reported that MV lymphotropic strains use SLAM whereas vaccine strains can also use CD46. To investigate the mechanism(s) by which G954.V10 enters cells, we infected B95a and Vero cells and compared the modulations of CD46 and/or SLAM at the cell surface. In B95a cells, CD46 lacks SCR-1 and so is nonfunctional as an MV receptor (3). Infection by either Hallé or G954.V10 downregulated SLAM, whereas the nonfunctional CD46 in B95a cells was not modified (Fig. 2) . Vero cells express only CD46 and not SLAM. Infection with G954.V10 did not alter the levels of CD46 even though high levels of the HA were expressed. In contrast, after infection with Hallé the presence of CD46 was undetectable with an anti-CD46 monoclonal antibody directed to the SCR-1 (13/42,) but when an antibody to SCR-4 (10/88) was used the level of CD46 was only slightly reduced. This may suggest that the lack of detection with 13/42 is due to the masking of the site caused by the interaction with the HA. Thus, either G954.V10 HA does not interact with CD46 or its interaction is of an affinity too low to be detected by this method.
To compare the ability of Edmonston and G954.V10 to use CD46 as a receptor we infected a murine cell line (M12-CD46) which was transfected with the human CD46 (10). As measured by the expression of the HA at the cell surface, only the Edmonston strain could infect these cells (Fig. 3) . We confirmed that infection of the cells was via CD46, as preincubation with the monoclonal anti-CD46 antibody 13/42 blocked infection (results not shown). These studies suggest that MV G954 in adapting to Vero cells does not use CD46, although when SLAM is available it can still use it.
G954 adapted to grow in Vero retains its ability to interact (down-regulation) with simian SLAM but not to induce fusion. In contrast, infection of Vero cells expressing human SLAM induced syncytia. To study the contribution of SLAM to the biology of the infections, Vero and Vero-SLAM cells were infected with G954.V10 virus and the virus synthesis and fusion properties were examined. In the Vero-SLAM cultures, fusion was initiated within 24 h, leading to the destruction of the cell monolayer by 5 days. In contrast, infection of Vero cells initially yielded lower levels of virus, but in the absence of fusion, the infectious virus yield eventually rose to more than 10 times that of the SLAM expressing cells (7 days) (Fig. 4) .
In our studies, we examined the adaptation of a wild-type MV to replicate in Vero cells. After a period of adaptation the virus grew to high titers without inducing fusion. As the predicted amino acid sequence of the two viral glycoproteins was unchanged, this suggests that the ability to replicate in Vero cells was not at the receptor level. This was substantiated by showing that the virus did not use CD46 as a receptor, which is in agreement with a lack of Tyr at position 481 for CD46 usage (7). However, as Vero cells do not express SLAM, the mechanism by which the virus infects the cell remains to be determined. In human immunodeficiency virus infections, the virus can incorporate cellular proteins which can attach to their corresponding ligands on host cells (reviewed in references 13 and 15). However, in our system, anti-Vero sera failed to neutralize G954.V10 infection of Vero cells (T. F. Wild, unpublished results). In the present study, we have analyzed a number of the parameters displayed by wild-type MV when adapted to tissue culture. MV can enter such cells and following a period grows to high titers without giving classical fusion. These observations may be relevant to the in vivo situation in which viral antigen is found in cells which are not known to express the MV wild-type receptor SLAM. It remains to be established if these cells become infected by a mechanism similar to the present studies or via a third MV cell receptor. 
